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Abstract
At the time of modeling the Czech macro-economy in the Czech Ministry of
finance a non-econometric model was used. Thanks to this it was determined
that among some parts of the economic system there exists a communication
based upon repeating features—events. Afterward using these events the
model was developed with a result to become an important instrument of the
department of macroeconomic forecasts in the ministry [1]. At the same time
a generalization of control mechanisms was made. The control of elements in
the object similarly as their mutual communication stems upon complexes of
information. These complexes-events are for every specialization of elements
typical. On one side it goes about a simplifying description of the activity of
an element used for needs of the control and on the other side it goes about a
sufficiently complex description been not only exhaustive but also enough resistant against the noise in the system. The event is formed from a certain alphabet of activities and has a standard structure. There differ thus only letters
of the alphabet been part of the event. Every element has for its event that
characterizes it in the system of its typical time, too. This time is linked to the
time of the system as whole and through this systemic time every element is
synchronized. Then a formation and spreading of events over the structure of
the system is a manifestation of this synchronization. As a result of this a new
level of aggregation of information arises—an aggregation of events, a theorem. The control system makes on its basis an organization of the object in a
manner to fulfill its main task—the maximization of the existence of the object.
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1. Introduction
The general principle of organization of an object is presented and discussed on
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a basis of a work of a model. Every mentioned property is more or less evaluated
through calculations of the model. Nevertheless it does not mean that it is possible to exclude possible mistakes or inaccuracies, and this proving process is only
relative and limited. But it is a formal process.
Task of the model was to discover a mechanism of communication and of
control in the system. That is why it functioned as a certain translator which of
course primarily meant to find out words or events to be translated. Thus at the
beginning there was only a hypothesis about their existence.
Firstly the model in an immense amount of relations among elements of the
object identifies repeated situations. They will be a real basis for events that are
their simplification and denomination. Principle of works of the model is that it
makes step by step simplification of a real, e.g. economic situation into a symbolism of events and monitors if it could be an event. If an event is well constructed, it is understood. It means that it provokes in the system and thus in the
model, too, some impacts and that these impacts correspond to the real mechanism of communication and of control.
Every new property of an event is in the course of its verification monitored
on the overall description of the system using different criteria. The main criterion in economical systems is a correctness of estimation of the GDP. If by its
addition to the system an amendment of criteria happens, it is consider being
true. The level of amendment is the level of the truth and the given system in a
given state of knowledge is a relative frame for this truth.
As a result of generalization of the work of the model there is the notion of
events in the economy. It expresses some not very frequently accepted relations
between an informative notion of the event as a unit of communication and the
real economy. But it is a also result of understanding the economy as a holistic
object that means as an object with its own interests and problems aimed at a
maximization of its existence.
The main goal of this work is to describe the principle of functioning of the
communication among parts of the economy from a holistic point of view.
There is strictly proceeded on a basis of results of the structural model of events.

2. Element and Events
Element is a basic constituent of the object. It is a unit on what the system of
control of the object operates. The final goal of this control is to reach an optimal distribution of interest of elements on their continuance in the object. This
interest is monitored e.g. on dynamic of their migration over the border of the
object. A broader notion than the migration is a general satisfaction of an element in the object.
There exists a structure of relations with other elements around an element.
This structure brings influences from other parts of the object into the element
and subsequently an influence of the element upon consequential elements.
Apart from a transfer of economic activity there is also a transfer of information.
And it is made in a form of events.
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An element (E) is a place of birth of an event communicating to its environment a fact that its typical activity was just realized. And in general, it does it in a
form of a simulation and of a simplification of the given activity.

3. Origin of an Activity of the Element
An observer outside the system without any knowledge of the inner language has
to use some apparatus of translation. In the case of submitted work this was the
structural model of events. It is informed about a universal form of events in holistic systems and its work consists in an application of this knowledge on a concrete system—e.g. economic. It has to follow its activities through a slow work,
step by step, and find out analogies of the holistic speech there.
An event describes the activity of E (the element) in the whole complex. Thus
it goes about a summary of descriptions of inputs and of activities of E itself
what define this event as a whole. Only a repeating and summarizing occurrence
of all these conditioning factors is an indicator of the fact that a given typical activity of E happened.
A real instrument through which the event spreads over the system can be
different. It can be a human speech what spreads between appropriate elements
in given specialized areas information about an occurrence of a given activity.
But it can be a communication in a qualitatively new level.
The model identifies a real basis for a rise of an event. The fineness of its
spreading it is already not able to identify, it is able to follow only its consequences.
Thus a description of a typical activity with what the model works is not from
a communicative, informative level but it is its economic, real substance, fundament. It holds that it is defined by a set of typical activities not only of E, but also
of cooperating elements (SE) and that this set is repeating.

4. Structure of the Event
Sometimes at the submitted paper an economic presumption of an event is
named as an event itself, it means a sum of typical activities around E. And at the
same time its informative projection, an instrument of control what spreads over
the system and allows this control.

4.1. First Level of the Event
An event is composed from some levels. There is a similar logic as is used e.g. in
the human speech. An event is a word having its universally understandable
meaning. This word is placed among other words and forms a phrase, what
means a unit of the message. In the case of economic events a phrase is formed
in a manner that every event has its time what situates it among other events in a
structure and all this is as a whole evaluated.
First complexes are, analogically as in the speech vocals from sounds, formed
in the first level from elementary activities. In the economic case it goes about a
simple reflection of economical activity and of its spreading. But because of the
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huge amount of data this reflection is possible to be recorded only through a
model. Nevertheless it holds only for a human observer, the economic system
understands this speech without a “translator”.
The model follows activities of elements and searches those among them having an impact over others, surrounding E. Only those activities what in some
manner manifest themselves in activities of the environment can be parts of an
event. And for new this is the same as in the speech. Only a sound having an
impact, a meaning over other peoples can be a part e.g. of a word. Only this one
can be a vocal.
After on the model has to solve a problem how to monitor surrounding elements in what the supposed input of a potential vocal can happen. For this reason the model identifies a group of elements (SK) around the investigated E in
what are elements having their mutual-and with E-feedbacks as maximally as
possible closed in. By other words the group SK is chosen by the model in a
manner to include elements having very narrow interactions. That is why an
understanding of an event connected with E will be manifested there but also
events of other members will be probably identified in remaining members, included the E. Thus it is a group where is the highest chance to monitor the event
of E on remaining events and throughout these events.
On the first level the model composes relations in a manner that two describing formations arise. The first one describes a character of entering relations into
E from the group SK, the second one inversely from E into the group SK. The
model has to its disposal a known, verified set of definitions of events, what was
verified during a study of holistic systems. Every such a definition is composed
from a description of course of activities and the model investigates whether
given course corresponds to the given event. E.g. let for a given event the following equations prescribe a typical course of activities. The first one, what describes the dynamic from the group SK toward the E, tells that a depression is
expected-with an intensity of 1. The second one tells that from the E toward the
group SK there is an increase of activity-with an intensity of 2.
1) prac = prac − 1 * udalostiRgIPlus (pi, k, po + pk)
2) prac = prac + 2 * udalostiRgIPlus (rg, pi, po + pk)
The quantity udalostiRgIPlus (pi, k, po + pk) represents an increment of activity of E (pi) coming from the group (k) at time (po + pk). By other words it
goes about an increment to the total activity of E being attributed on the basis of
calculus of the model to an element k (from the group).
Every equation has its own quantity udalostiRgIPlus with a sign telling if the
result of the relation is an increment or a decrement of the activity. That is why
in the quantity prac there are subsequently added partial characteristics of the
event. If they are fulfilled with a positive sign, if not with a negative one. Thus
the resulting value of the quantity prac tells what is the probability that the given
event being universally defined really occurred in the activity of E and of its environment.
Thus the mentioned part of an event-the vocal-described by equations 1 and 2
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could be symbolically named as MP. This says that in one direction there was a
decrement in the relation—M as a minus and in the second one an increment
one—P as a plus.
Every event of the first level—the vocal, thus describes spreading of the activity among E and its environment in the group SK. By this way a certain alphabet
of spreading arises and its elements are e.g.:

4.2. Second Level of a Description of an Event
The first level of events named as their alphabet describes distribution of the activity at individual time spots. E.g. MM tells that at the monitored time changes
induced by entering relations into E, similarly as outputting into SK, gain negative values. That is why it goes about a fall of activity.
Now the second level describes how this distribution develops at time. That
firstly there where a release of relations what being though at the following time
followed by an opposite-a growth of activity in both parts.
Then the whole event is usually a sequence of three elements from the alphabet-e.g. MM, SvSv and Pu. Another frequent event is MaP, MaP and MaP.
A special type of description represents services. E.g. if MM precedes the XPP
in the description of the event, it goes about one type of services-the input of
them. If in opposite as first is the XPP and only at the following time the MM, it
goes about the output of services from the system.

4.3. Describing Situation-Retsubsit
Every event is a specific word—a sequence of specific letters. The model uses for
the identification of events also another-nonverbal-instrument. That is because
it discovered during its work with events that there exist also another manifestations of the behavior of an element. These manifestations are common to all
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events and that is why it is possible to use them as a sustaining instrument in the
identification. By other words it goes about a nonverbal trail same for all events.
4.3.1. Satisfaction and Tension
Nonverbal quantity are two—the satisfaction and the tension. Satisfaction is
given by a level of evenness of relations of the element. The notion of the satisfaction is only a euphemism and it goes about a parable with biological systems.
The tension shows a maximal difference among values of interactions of the
element. The tension itself is nothing “wrong”. It forms the information what
the element uses in the process of its satisfaction augmentation.
The model follows all on a quantity named udalosti, what content represents
these nonverbal quantities. It is defined through the last parameter. 1 is satisfaction, 5 tension.
The whole process is at times +1, 0, −1. From historical reasons the time goes
here inversely-from +1 to −1. Firstly at time +1 there is an increase of the tension and simultaneously a decrease of the satisfaction. This is described through
Equations (4) and (6). Subsequently at time 0 the tension returns to its initial
values and at time −1 the same makes the satisfaction, too. Similarly as in other
parts of an event the identification is as probable as positive are values reaches
by the quantity.
3) prac = prac + udalosti (1, po − 1 + pj, 1)
4) prac = prac − udalosti (1, po + 1 + pj, 1)
5) prac = prac + udalosti (1, po + pj, 5)
6) prac = prac − udalosti (1, po + 1 + pj, 5)
Analogically as mentioned quantities monitor values of the element E–see the
first parameter 1, following quantities monitor the development in other time
series rg for SK.
7) prac = prac + udalosti (rg, po − 1 + pj, 1)
8) prac = prac − udalosti (rg, po + 1 + pj, 1)
9) prac = prac + udalosti (rg, po + pj, 5)
10) prac = prac − udalosti (rg, po + 1 + pj, 5)
4.3.2. Dynamics
Relations among just mentioned nonverbal quantities describe following equations. E.g. the Equation (11) tells that as the satisfaction diminishes at the beginning of the event as it augments at the second part.
11) prac = prac − Abs (udalosti (1, po + pj, 1) + udalosti (1, po − 1 + pj, 1))
12) prac = prac − Abs (udalosti (1, po + pj, 5) + udalosti (1, po + 1 + pj, 5))
13) prac = prac − Abs (udalosti (rg, po + pj, 1) + udalosti (rg, po − 1 + pj, 1))
14) prac = prac − Abs (udalosti (rg, po + pj, 5) + udalosti (rg, po + 1 + pj, 5))
4.3.3. Relations
In contrast with the quantity udalosti describing development of the satisfaction
and the tension, the quantity udalostiRgIPlus describes a development of general
relations among monitored elements. The first two parameters identify the be-
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ginning and the end of the relations. Thus if there is pi, pi, it goes about a relation inside the same element pi–about the memory. Equations (15) till (18) tell
that starting with time +2 and also at time +1 there is firstly a diminishing of an
intensity of the relation and only subsequently at times 0 and −1 its strengthening. Similar equations hold also for parameters rg,rg, what means for accompanying elements.
Because it goes about relations into pi, it means about a memory, firstly at
time +2 and +1 happens diminishing of the role of the memory and inversely at
following steps its increasing. It is possible to interpret it also in a manner that in
a part being connected with usage of the tension mainly information about the
environment are used. In contrast with it in part connected with a satisfaction
solving a bigger role plays the experience.
15) prac = prac + 1 * udalostiRgIPlus (pi, pi, po − 1)
16) prac = prac + 1 * udalostiRgIPlus (pi, pi, po + 0)
17) prac = prac − 1 * udalostiRgIPlus (pi, pi, po + 1)
18) prac = prac − 1 * udalostiRgIPlus (pi, pi, po + 2)

4.4. Structure of Relations
A phrase is composed from words and it is a statement about the state of the object. And it is reached through the fact that events-words-form another structure, a phrase. In this structure every event has its place and time.
A typical phrase what is a statement intended for the environment of the object—not only of the element—was observed in American Stock Markets [2] [3]
and [4] as an activity of an area of the object connected with the activity of the
border of the object and controlled from the highest level from the area of the
global tension. This activity—a speech—was intended for the environment of
the system and this environment was firstly individual consumers and secondly
firms out of the American Market.

5. Conclusions
Through the structural model of events a structure of functioning of economical
systems was discovered and its extrapolation into other systems was proposed
too. This holistic structure stems upon elements and upon the instrument of
their communication, which is the event.
Its holisticity consists in the control of the object as whole and in the fulfilling
of holistic goals of the object.
Events are a basic stone of the holistic approach. Only through this approach
is it possible to put up over elements the system of the control working with
elements as informative units. These events are a universal unit that was proven
not only in macroeconomics but also in the economics of Stock Markets. This
speech is ever the same. And there is a preposition that it is same or analogical
also in other, non-economic systems. This is the speech of holistic systems.
The main contribution of this work is an illustration of implementation of a
non-econometric model. From the point of view of generalization it goes about
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an illustration of a holistic approach in practices. And at the end the holistic
point of view is a benefit itself because until now it is minimally widen among
economical society. Its contribution can be manifested in GDP holistic studies—see [5] and in associated economic area—see [6] and [7].
In the limitation of this work it is possible to see it in a relatively small application of the structure of the banking sector into calculations. Last researches in
the area of Stock Markets show that this structure is quite decisive in the functioning of a holistic system.
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